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The synonyms of “Secondly” are: second, furthermore, also, moreover

Secondly as an Adverb

Definitions of "Secondly" as an adverb

According to the Oxford Dictionary of English, “secondly” as an adverb can have the
following definitions:

In the second place (used to introduce a second point or reason.
In the second place.

https://www.oxfordreference.com/view/10.1093/acref/9780199571123.001.0001/acref-9780199571123
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Synonyms of "Secondly" as an adverb (4 Words)

also In addition; too.
A brilliant linguist he was also interested in botany.

furthermore
In addition; besides (used to introduce a fresh consideration in an argument.
Computer chess games are getting cheaper all the time furthermore their
quality is improving.

moreover As a further matter; besides.
The cellar was dark moreover mice nested there.

second In the second place.
Second we must consider the economy.

Usage Examples of "Secondly" as an adverb

He was presented first of all as a hopelessly unqualified candidate and secondly as an

https://grammartop.com/furthermore-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/moreover-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/second-synonyms
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extremist.

Associations of "Secondly" (30 Words)

absolutely
(of a verb) without a stated object.
White collar crime increased both absolutely and in comparison with other
categories.

coda
The concluding passage of a piece or movement, typically forming an
addition to the basic structure.
The first movement ends with a fortissimo coda.

conclusively In a decisive way that has the effect of proving a case.
Wars are difficult to win conclusively.

confront Be face to face with.
You must confront your problems.

eighth One part in eight equal parts.

end The person who plays at one end of the line of scrimmage.
The man ended by attacking a police officer.

epilogue A final or concluding act or event.
A disastrous epilogue to the rest of his career.

eventually After an unspecified period of time or an especially long delay.
Eventually after midnight I arrived at the hotel.

extremity The greatest or utmost degree.
The extremity of despair.

fifth A quantity of liquor equal to one fifth of a United States gallon.
He was fifth out of several hundred runners.

finale The concluding part of any performance.
A fireworks finale.

finally As the end result of a succession or process.
A referendum followed by local legislative and finally presidential elections.

first
The fielding position of the player on a baseball team who is stationed at first
of the bases in the infield counting counterclockwise from home plate.
His first political race.

five A playing card or a domino or a die whose upward face shows five pips.

fourth In the fourth place.
Fourthly you must pay the rent on the first of the month.

importantly In an important way.
A non drinking non smoking and importantly non political sportsman.

https://grammartop.com/finally-synonyms
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last
The last person or thing the one occurring mentioned or acting after all
others.
He raised his voice in a last supreme call.

lastly In the last place (used to introduce the last of a series of points or actions.
Lastly I would like to thank my parents.

maybe A mere possibility or probability.
Maybe I won t go back.

ninth Coming next after the eighth and just before the tenth in position.
Going into the ninth they were a run ahead.

order The insignia worn by members of an order of honour or merit.
The skipper gave the order to abandon ship.

ordinal Relating to an ordinal number.
Ordinal numbers.

quadruple A quadruple number or amount.
His stock earning quadrupled.

second
The fielding position of the player on a baseball team who is stationed near
the second of the bases in the infield.
Do I hear a second.

seventh Position seven in a countable series of things.
sixth The musical interval between one note and another six notes away from it.
tenth A tenth part one part in ten equal parts.

tertiary The Tertiary period or the system of rocks deposited during it.
Patients in tertiary care.

third
The third from the lowest forward ratio gear in the gear box of a motor
vehicle.
It contains approximately a third of the minimum daily requirement.

ultimately At the most basic level.
Ultimately he has only himself to blame.

https://grammartop.com/lastly-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/maybe-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/second-synonyms
https://grammartop.com/tertiary-synonyms

